VALUEMOMENTUM
CASE STUDY

National Excess & Surplus Non-Admitted Carrier Deploys
ValueMomentum’s iFoundry Rating Engine and DealFoundry Express
to Automate ISO Advisory Rates and Support Company Growth

Highlights:
Enabled leveraging ISO Electronic
Rating Content

Empowered business analysts
to add custom rules and ratings
on top of ISO base rates

Automated ISO content
interpretation and management
processes

Intuitive interface enabled
business users to quote and
rate their ISO lines

Challenges:
The carrier’s legacy rating engine was becoming insufficient to meet new operating
needs, including effective utilization of ISO base rates. Also, the system for updating
ISO rates was largely manual and the sheer volume of ISO advisory rate circulars was
overwhelming the existing processes. It was becoming increasingly difficult for the
carrier to stay current with ISO content.

To modernize its rating systems, carrier began considering whether to build a rating engine or
adopt a purpose-built solution. After thoroughly researching the market, the insurer asked three
solution vendors to conduct a proof of concept (POC). During the POC, two sets of company
data were used as test cases.
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About ValueMomentum
ValueMomentum provides Software and Services to
Insurance carriers. Our Software is offered as part of our
Foundry family of products that address Product Lifecycle

Management, Rating, and Agent Portal.

Questions?

Download the guide

Call Us 908.755.0048
Email Us At : solutions@valuemomentum.com

Considering a modern rating engine with support for ISO©? Reduce
Costs and Stay Current with ISO A guide to modernizing Rating and
benefiting from ISO’s Electronic Rating Content
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